THE NEW H2

CLASSIC

HENTSCHEL HAMBURG WATCH MANUFACTORY
It is time for a very special watch. Handmade, indi-

A HENTSCHEL watch doesn’t show its exclusivity and

vidual and most exquisite. Luxury watches can be

value in a flamboyant and in-your-face way. Our watches

bought all over the world, but who wouldn´t want

are rather the epitome of classic elegance and Hanseatic

to wear a watch that is unique and was made ex-

understatement – values that are highly appreciated by

clusively for him? If you consider the acquisition of

our customers.

a premium watch it is surely something special and
not a mass produced article that you anticipate.

The NEW H2 – consequently classic: In this brochure
we introduce the NEW H2. A real handmade watch that

The unique pieces or limited series that come from our

amazes with its timeless clarity and shape. Every model

manufactory are elaborately made by hand and on order

is equipped with our manually wound manufactory caliber

of our customers, so you can be sure not to find your

HUW 1130 S. The case made from stainless steel provides

watch on every other wrist. For extra flexibility every

the necessary water resistance and shock protection.

Hentschel watch comes with two straps with an integrated quick-change-system, that allows you to change
the strap easily at home.
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THE PERFECT TIMEPIECE
THE NEW H2 CLASSIC
Handmade in Hamburg – sporty, elegant and stylish,
a watch for those with a discerning taste
The NEW H2 CLASSIC is a genuine manufactory watch
that inspires with serene looks and a movement of the
highest quality and workmanship.
The interaction of the domed sapphire crystal, arced
hands and curved dial is quintessentially HENTSCHEL.
Fine brushed surfaces and polished edges are giving
the watch case a striking visual depths and elegance
from every angle while the tough stainless steel case is
water- and shock resistant.
The NEW H2 CLASSIC is s true watch for a lifetime.
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MANUFACTORY MOVEMENT
HUW 1130 S
Exclusiveness doesn’t stop on the inside: The new
inhouse manufactory movement HUW 1130 S.
On the basis of the legendary Swiss Schild AS 1130 we
have developed our latest manufactory movement. The
curved bridges are newly constructed and are a reminiscence of the old pocket watch calibers from the early 20th. century. The swans neck regulator fascilitates
a precise regulation of the movement. Every component
has been optimized with the emphasis on minimizing
abrasive wear and the longivity of the wheels and the
escapement. The new HUW 1130 S sets a new standard
and combines robustness with precision.
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TECHNICAL DATA: extra flat stainless steel case · diameter Ø 38,5 mm · double anti reflective coated domed sapphire crystal ·
manually wound movement HUW 1130 S · swans neck regulator · 5 ATM water-resistant · screwed sapphire crystal display back · dial
colours: polar white or anthracite · individual engraving on watch back · two water resistant leather straps with natural rubber lining
and integrated quick-change-system, deployment clasp, leather travelcase and box, voucher for first service after approx. five years,
pictured workshop diary · 63 month guarantee incl. HENTSCHEL-Premium-Service
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HENTSCHEL HAMBURG – THE MOST PERSONAL WAY TO BUY A WATCH

CLASSIC TIMEPIECES FROM HAMBURG

There are times when you simply need something

Competent consultation: Ordering you own Hentschel

A subtle distinction: In these times where most of

A Hentschel watch is a watch for a lifetime. If a man-

special. Often it is an important occasion or date

watch is very much different to just shopping for a luxury

the well-known watch brands are part of multinational

ufacturer wants to stay true to their word a well made

which is the reason to think about a new watch for

watch “off the shelf”. Our consultation will guarantee you

corporate groups that produce their luxury goods on an

watch isn’t enough. They also need an extensive and cus-

a cherished person or just for yourself.

maximum competence, individuality and exclusiveness.

industrial level, the decision for a handmade watch is a

tomer orientated guarantee package.

strong statement. Handmade and not just off the shelf as

The Hentschel premium-guarantee is unique. No other

HENTSCHEL watches are not just bought anywhere

A personal relation right from the start: HENTSCHEL

an expression of taste and personality.

manufacturer offers their customers this amount of pro-

while you are on a shopping tour but the ideal way would

watches are not just simply bought on a whim. The ma-

The HENTSCHEL HAMBURG watch manufactory is a

tection and service.

be to buy it directly at our manufactory. On the other

jority of our customers order their HENTSCHEL watch

free and independent family business. We don’t consider

hand we have lots of experience in dealing with orders

after having talked to us on the phone, after e-mail

us a “watch brand” but a handicraft enterprise that has a

High quality even up to the smallest detail: All parts

from abroad and have many happy customers outside of

communication or after they have visited us here in the

close and personal contact with its customers.

of a Hentschel watch are designed manufactured by

Germany.

manufactory in Hamburg.

us or are built exclusively for us by German companies.
Hentschel premium warranty: A HENTSCHEL watch

We neither use parts made by other manufacturers or

is a companion for a lifetime and has our personal

pre-made parts of so called “private label assortment”.

quality assurance – 63 month of guarantee. This sets

This is the factor that defines ours high quality stand-

a high standard in the watch trade in certitude and

ard and guarantees the exclusive distinctiveness every

service.

Hentschel watch stands for.
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Our research and development is supported
by the Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie.

We appreciate the kind support.
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It is my goal as a watchmaker and founder
of the HENTSCHEL HAMBURG watch manufactory
to build your very personal watch and to make
this a great experience for you at the same time.“
Andreas Hentschel

HENTSCHEL HAMBURG
Uhrenmanufaktur & Verkaufsausstellung
Geschwister-Scholl-Straße 119 · 20251 Hamburg
Tel.: +49/40/480 78 13
E-Mail: info@hentschel-hamburg.de
www.hentschel-hamburg.de

